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IPSTAR Unlocks High Speed
Internet to 15-Year-Old Freelancer
“I have always wanted to get a faster, always-on connection, and
few days ago, I got my wish when IPSTAR satellite broadband
was installed in our home” – these were the words of a 15-year-old
teenager, Jylan Wynne.
At first glance, Jylan can be compared with other ordinary Australian
students, but this teenager is different – as he is already working and
earning his own money at a very young age.
The Situation
Jylan is a freelance web designer and photographer. “I first started web designing
when I was 11 years old and my professional experience started when I launched my
own website – briterwebdesign.com. Since then, I have been hired as a freelance web
designer for small businesses around my town…When I am not designing websites, I
can be found taking photos”, he said.
“Aside from my freelance job, I am also writing articles and blogs in my other site –
yeppooninfo.com – aiming to provide locals and tourists with photos and information
about my town, Yeppoon”, Jylan added.
Broadband Internet Access via IPSTAR

About SkyMesh
SkyMesh is an IPSTAR service
provider specializing on the
provision of secure, high speed
broadband Internet in areas where
traditional ADSL is unavailable or
prohibitively expensive. It has been
approved by the Australian
government to provide wireless and
satellite services under the
Australian Broadband Guarantee
program. For more information, visit
www.skymesh.net.au.

Jylan and his family live in Yeppoon, a coastal resort town in Queensland. Similar to
most town residents, he was previously using a slow dial-up connection to upload files
and update websites. But with IPSTAR installed recently by SkyMesh, he is now able to
do his freelance job faster and more comfortably by using high speed Internet. Now on
his 10th grade, Jylan is also taking distance learning education via IPSTAR broadband
Internet.
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IPSTAR is a satellite designed for high speed communications over an IP technology.
Designed to push satellite Internet into the mainstream of broadband access, IPSTAR
offers affordable bandwidth and rapidly deployable user terminals – anywhere,
anytime under its extensive footprint. In addition, the IPSTAR satellite solution
provides interoperability between networks, broadcasting services, last mile connectivity, mobile trunking and disaster recovery communications whenever terrestrial
infrastructure is unavailable.

